Inkjet Solutions
Case Study

EFI VUTEk printers drive
triple-digit growth for Denver’s
Sign Language XL
Challenge:
Following Sign Language XL’s 2010 merger with King
Kolor, “We saw rapid expansion and quickly moved
to a 24-hour production schedule, five days a week,”
says Jeff Shumaker, Sign Language XL’s chief operating
officer. “King Kolor already had an EFI VUTEk QS2000
superwide-format printer, bringing the combined
company’s installed base of inkjet printers to four. With
a growth rate approaching triple digits for the past five
years, we knew we needed to significantly augment
our production capacity.”
Sign Language XL was primarily operating in the retail
and venue/events segments and interested in entering
the out-of-home market. All of these factors added up
to the need for reliable, high-quality equipment with
exceptional service and support.

Solution:
In 2010, Sign Language XL purchased two EFI™
VUTEk® GS-series hybrid roll/flatbed printers to
meet growing demand. “We were growing so fast,”
Shumaker says, “shortly thereafter we added three
EFI VUTEk GS5000r roll-to-roll printers, bringing our
installed base to eight. Ninety percent of our work is
produced on VUTEk printers.
“We have been very pleased with the value we have
been able to deliver to our customers using our EFI
VUTEk printers front-ended by EFI Fiery proServers,”
Shumaker adds. “Fiery technology makes color
management easy for our operators and allows us to
deliver the high quality our customers expect.”

“In 2010, we merged with Scott Cohen’s
King Kolor, which had been doing
business with EFI. As we looked to grow
the business, we turned to EFI for more
printing power.”
JEFF SHUMAKER, COO,
SIGN LANGUAGE XL

In 2011, Sign Language XL also installed EFI Pace™ MIS software,
integrating its Fiery® proServers and VUTEk printers into a
comprehensive business management framework.

Sign Language XL was founded
nearly seven years ago when Radius
Media Holdings, a company that
owned 10 radio stations serving the
mountains of Colorado, decided
to print event materials in-house
rather than outsourcing the
work. The business started with a
small roll-to-roll printer primarily
producing banners for events.
Today, Sign Language XL operates
out of a 50,000-sq.-ft. facility with
about 50 employees and a fleet of
superwide-format printers. About
90% of the company’s output is
produced on EFI VUTEk printers. In
2013, Sign Language XL was acquired
by its largest customer, Anschutz
Entertainment Group (AEG), a leading
presenter of sports and entertainment
events, expanding its reach to a
global customer scale.

“The mindset from EFI was to provide a total solution,” Shumaker
explains. “We are able to utilize EFI Fiery with all of our VUTEk
printers, and all of our VUTEk printers communicate directly with
Pace. This puts us in a position to operate extremely efficiently and
to have access to the best possible business and production data for
operational and decision-making purposes.”

Results:
Sign Language XL, a G7 Master Certified company, now operates
in three target silos: retail, venues/events and out-of-home by
leveraging the versatile capabilities of its VUTEk printers. The
company is the official signage and graphics provider for STAPLES
Center, Pepsi Center, Dick’s Sporting Goods Park, First Bank Center,
Infinity Park and many other locations. The company also is the
preferred printing partner for a number of events, including the
Amgen Tour of California, Ride the Rockies, Wango Tango, NCAA
games and more.

275 Mariposa Street
Denver, CO 80223
+1.303.645.4510
www.SignLanguageXL.com

In the out-of-home market, Sign Language XL has gone from having
no market share to being a significant player in a very short period
of time. “We use the VUTEk GS5000r printers for billboards and other
large pieces as well as anything that will be viewed from 10 feet
away or further,” Shumaker says. “We also appreciate the ability of
our hybrid VUTEk printers to quickly change over from flatbed to roll
goods as production needs dictate.”

“For retail applications or high-quality viewing
within 10 feet, the VUTEk GS3250 Pro printer is
just the ticket.”
JEFF SHUMAKER, COO,
SIGN LANGUAGE XL
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A 2014 pre-season billboard Sign Language XL produced for the Kansas City Royals on an EFI VUTEk GS5000r printer gained a lot of buzz for its
unique design. The 5-meter-wide VUTEk printer offered a unique throughput advantage for a job that required efficient printing of two full-size
images: one for the background and a second showing Royals player Alex Gordon’s headfirst slide.

Sign Language XL has received significant recognition for producing
what may be the best sports billboard this year. The unique Kansas
City Royals ad featuring outfielder Alex Gordon was designed by ad
agency Walz Tetrick Advertising for the 2014 baseball preseason. The
creative sign, which was printed on one of Sign Language XL’s VUTEk
GS5000r printers, appears to show Gordon sliding into a base so
forcefully that it rips the vinyl off the billboard frame.
As cool as that project was — generating a ton of buzz for the Royals
and the companies that created it — “That was just one of our
fascinating projects,” Shumaker says. “We also just finished a 100-ft.
by 200-ft. wall covering, and we now have access to huge companies
such as Samsung through our AEG connections. The future is bright
in the three growth markets we have chosen to pursue.”
In addition to event and venue signage, point-of-purchase materials,
billboards and window- and wallscapes, Sign Language XL excels
in the production of transit materials, car and bus wraps, backlit
displays, menu boards, shelf-talkers, free-standing displays and
much, much more. The company also offers installation services for
the products it produces.

“You can’t make good
decisions without good
information. EFI Pace gives
us real-time access to good
information for the vast
majority of our operation.
This is even more critical
now that we are serving a
global customer base.”
JEFF SHUMAKER, COO,
SIGN LANGUAGE XL

“For us, EFI has been a one-stop shop as a partner helping us ramp
up our business,” Shumaker says. “Our printers give us huge flexibility
in addressing a wide variety of market needs, and both Fiery and
Pace add to our ability to operate very competitively. EFI is a great
foundational choice as a business partner.”
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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